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HOLLER: INSPIRED BY THE URBAN
MUSIC INDUSTRY AND INFLUENCED
BY SOUL STORIES, COLORS AND
STYLES. SHOUT OUT TO THE WORLD
WITH A HOLLER TIMEPIECE.

Analogue
Hour Hand

Minute Hand
Crown
(0) (1)

Second Hand
Crown Position (0) - Normal
Crown Position (1) - Time Setting
To set time pull crown from position (0) to position (1)
and turn to correct time. Push crown back into position (0)

Analogue Date
1. Setting Time:
* Pull crown to position (2)
* Set the time by turning crown clockwise
* Push the crown back to position (0)

Hour Hand

2. Setting Date:
* Pull the crown to position (1)
* Set the date by turning the crown anti-clockwise
until desired date appears in the window
* Push the crown back to position (0)

Minute Hand

Second Hand

Analogue Day & Date
1. Setting Time:
* Pull crown to position (2)
* Set the time by turning crown clockwise
* Push the crown back to position (0)

Day

3. Setting Day:
* Pull the crown to position (1)
* Set the day by turning the crown
clockwise until desired date appears in
the window
* Push the crown back to position (0)

2. Setting Date:
* Pull the crown to position (1)
* Set the date by turning the crown anti-clockwise until
desired date appears in the window
* Push the crown back to position (0)

Day
Date

Date

Digital
Features:
* 12 Digit LCD display . display hour . minute .
LIGHT (A)
second . month . day . week
* Daily alarm and chime hourly
* Snooze
* 12/24 Hour format selectable
* 1/100 second chronograph with split functions
* Fast advance for time and alarm set
MODE (B)
* EL backlight

Instructions
(C) RESET

1. At any state press the A key to illuminate EL backlight for 3 seconds

B Key

B Key

B Key

(D) START
REAL TIME

CHRONOGRAPH

ALARM

TIME SETTING

*Continuation: Digital
2. Chronograph:
* The display range of the chronograph is 23 hours 59 minutes and 59.99 seconds.
* Press D to start/stop
* When stop press C to zero
* When running press C to split count
* Press D to exit split count and stop counting . press C to display all counts . press C to zero
* When running press B to return to real time mode.
3. Daily Alarm:
* Press D to turn alarm ON/OFF (“ALM”) or Chime (“CH”)
* Alarm setting: Press C to select hour or minute setting . Press D to adjust the ﬂashing item.
Press C to confirm . Press B to return to real time mode
* Alarm Snooze ON/OFF: At alarm sounding press C or D to stop and press B to ON/OFF snooze
function. When ON snooze function will sound at a 5 minute interval for 20 seconds

4. Time setting:
* “Second” ﬂashing when loading press D to zero
. Press C to select item from following sequence:
Hour - Minute - Month - Date - Day of week
- Second
* When setting Hour . “H” display for 24HR
format . “A” or “P” for 12HR format
* Press D to adjust the ﬂashing item.
* Press D while seconds are between 30 - 59 this
resets them to 00 and adds 1 to the minutes. in
the range of 00 - 29 the minutes will not change

Digital & Analogue
Features:
* 12 Digit LCD display . display hour . minute .
LIGHT (A)
second . month . day . week
* Daily alarm and chime hourly
* Snooze
* 12/24 Hour format selectable
* 1/100 second chronograph with split functions
* Fast advance for time and alarm set
MODE (B)
* EL backlight

Instructions
(D) START

1. At any state press the A key to illuminate EL backlight for 3 seconds

B Key

B Key

B Key

(C) RESET
REAL TIME

CHRONOGRAPH

ALARM

TIME SETTING

*Continuation: Digital & Analogue
2. Chronograph:
* The display range of the chronograph is 23 hours 59 minutes and 59.99 seconds.
* Press D to start/stop
* When stop press C to zero
* When running press C to split count
* Press D to exit split count and stop counting . press C to display all counts . press C to zero
* When running press B to return to real time mode.
3. Daily Alarm:
* Press D to turn alarm ON/OFF (“ALM”) or Chime (“CH”)
* Alarm setting: Press C to select hour or minute setting . Press D to adjust the ﬂashing item.
Press C to confirm . Press B to return to real time mode
* Alarm Snooze ON/OFF: At alarm sounding press C or D to stop and press B to ON/OFF
snooze function. When ON snooze function will sound at a 5 minute interval for 20 seconds.

4. Time setting:
* “Second” ﬂashing when loading press D to zero
. Press C to select item from following sequence:
Hour - Minute - Month - Date - Day of week
- Second
* When setting Hour . “H” display for 24HR
format . “A” or “P” for 12HR format
* Press D to adjust the ﬂashing item.
* Press D while seconds are between 30 - 59 this
resets them to 00 and adds 1 to the minutes. in
the range of 00 - 29 the minutes will not change.

Chronograph: Invictus / Psychedelic / Wingate
1. Adjusting stopwatch hand position:
Before setting the time check if the stopwatch second and minute hands are in the “0”
(12 O’clock) position (if in use press the buttons in the following order to reset and then
check the hand position again):
* If the stopwatch is counting (A) - (B)
* If the stopwatch is stopped (B)
* If the split time is displayed (B) - (A) - (B)
If either of the stopwatch hands are not in the “0” position reset them following the
procedure below:
* Pull the crown out to position (2)
* Press (A) or (B) to reset the stopwatch second and minute hand to “0” position

* By pressing (A) the
hands will move
counter clockwise

stopwatch minute hand

* By pressing (B)
the hands will move
clockwise
* Push the crown back
to the normal (0)
position
stopwatch second hands

*Continuation: Invictus / Psychedelic / Wingate
2. Setting the time:
* Pull out the crown to (1) position and turn the crown clockwise until the previous days date
appears
* Pull out the crown to (2) position when the second hand is at 12 O’clock position. It will stop on
the spot and advance the hour and minute hands by turning the crown (check that the 24hr hand
is set correctly)
** When the crown is at (2) position do not press any button as this will move the chronograph
hands
* Push the crown back into the normal (0) position in accordance with a time signal
** Do not set the date between 9pm and 1am as the date may not change properly. If it is
necessary to do so in that time period first change the time to a time outside of that period, set
the date and then reset the time.

3. How to use Stopwatch:
stopwatch minute hand
* The measured time is indicated by the
stopwatch hands that move independently of
the center and 24hr hands
* The stopwatch can measure up to 60
minutes in seconds
(The watch indicated the measured time in
second increments by ignoring off the 1/10
seconds obtained)
Standard measurement:
eg. 100m race (press buttons in the following
order A-A-B . START . STOP . RESET

stopwatch second hands

Chronograph: Stax Chrono
1. Setting Time:
* Pull crown to position (2)
* Set the time by turning crown clockwise
* Push the crown back to position (0)
2. Setting Date:
* Pull the crown to position (1)
* Set the date by turning the crown anticlockwise until desired date appears on the
chronograph
* Push the crown back to position (0)

3. Setting Chrono hands to reset:
* Push A or B to set the hands to the zero
position. The chronograph hands can be
advanced rapidly by continuously pressing
button. A for the Center Chronograph
Second hand, B for 1/20 hands.

(A)

(0)
* Do not set the date between 9:00 PM
and 1:00 AM.
Otherwise, the day and date may not
change properly.

Start and Stop the
chronograph

(1) (2)

(B) Reset the
chronograph

Chronograph: Impact Chrono
1. Setting Time:
* Pull crown to position (2)
* Set the time by turning crown clockwise
* Push the crown back to position (0)
2. Setting Date:
* Pull the crown to position (1)
* Set the date by turning the crown anticlockwise until desired date appears on the
chronograph
* Push the crown back to position (0)

3. Setting Day:
* Pull the crown to position (2)
* Set the day by turning the crown
clockwise until desired date appears on
the chronograph
* Push the crown back to position (0)
* Do not set the day and date between
9:00 PM and 4:00 AM.
Otherwise, the day and date may not
change properly.
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